
I thought of walking round a space / Utterly empty, utterly a source

O
n the day we should go to press, Seamus Heaney is being buried in Bellaghy, Co. Derry. It’s
a place ‘familiar’ to his readers. The graveyard’s a few miles from Toome, Derrygarve,
Magherafelt, the stream of Broagh, names resonant now across the world. A stone’s throw

away is the forge in Hillhead. Of Mossbawn, the original farm, there’s little trace; a clutter of
bungalows and agricultural buildings.  The road running past is still a bus route. The fateful bus-
stop, where in 1953 Seamus’s little brother Christopher was killed, has been replaced on the
widened road.

This is a homecoming. The names on the gravestone in the Old Cemetery are Heaney: Patrick
his father, Margaret his mother, Christopher... It’s a country churchyard and this a country scene:
school kids in uniform, altar boys – some of them girls – fascinated with the operation of the
thurible. Cows in a field turn towards us “their unbewildered gaze”. Locals mix with visitors,
among them a diaspora of poets who remember convivial nights with Seamus, his lavish acts of
generosity, the bill snatched, the taxi paid for before one could get in.    

The loudspeaker-powered prayers and array of wind-blown surplices seem at odds with his
relaxed apostasy. Seamus Heaney was not a believer, at least in any sense that would omit devotion
to an older deity, whose aspect held both terror and beauty. But perhaps it’s a small price to pay to
rest among one’s own, especially for a poet so sensitive to the layers of reality.

Out there in Jutland / In the old man-killing parishes, / I will feel lost, / Unhappy and at home.
Today this is a peaceable village.  The few police in evidence seem concerned more with traffic than
with trouble. But his writing life encompassed the news of “neighbourly murder”. On the skyline one
might glimpse the spire on Church Island at Lough Beg, where he imagined meeting the ghost of
his cousin, Colum McCartney, killed in a sectarian attack.

From the graveside, poets head for the pub – puzzlingly called the ENTRA. It’s lost both the
‘C’ and final ‘L’, a customer explains. We settle to drinks and bantering, the well-tried tribal solace
for the aching emptiness. Then the man serving behind the bar is suddenly talking overhead being
interviewed on the television. He tells the world what the world has heard many times today, how
warm and gracious, as well as being a great poet, was Seamus Heaney – how proud he is he’s come
home. A soul ramifying and forever / Silent, beyond silence listened for.
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